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In This GuideExplore this dazzling city with our insider tips on everything from beautiful bays to the

best restaurantsWander the atmospheric streets, top sights and local hideaways with nine walking

toursGet the Sydney 'look' with fashion advice from a top emerging designerDiscover SydneyTackle

the Sydney Harbor Bridge and drink in the spectacular views from the topChow down on the catch

of the day at a Darling Harbor waterfront restaurantRelax on a sun-warmed rock and watch the

waves wash into Coogee's ocean poolsDiscover why the Three Sisters turn so many heads
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As usual the guidebook standard is set by Lonely Planet-- Outside --This text refers to an out of print

or unavailable edition of this title.

Who We AreAt Lonely Planet, we see our job as inspiring and enabling travelers to connect with the

world for their own benefit and for the benefit of the world at large. What We Do* We offer travelers

the world's richest travel advice, informed by the collective wisdom of over 350 Lonely Planet

authors living in 37 countries and fluent in 70 languages.* We are relentless in finding the special,

the unique and the different for travellers wherever they are.*We update our guidebooks by visiting

thousands of places in person to get the details right and tell it as it is.* We always offer the trusted

filter for those who are curious, open minded and independent.* We challenge our growing

community of travelers; leading debate and discussion about travel and the world.* We tell it like it is



without fear or favor in service of the travelers; not clouded by any other motive.What We

BelieveWe believe that travel leads to a deeper cultural understanding and compassion and

therefore a better world. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

The scope of this book is ideal for a small, lightweight yet comprehensive guide. By sticking to

Sydney, it can cover pretty much everything it needs to, without adding 10 pounds to your

backpack. It's meticulously researched, well organized and became a daily reference point during

our trip. I'm a big fan of the Lonely Planet series, and this ranks as one of the best.

Used this book for Sydney recently. It's good, but basic. Not enough variety in food or shopping, not

recent enough on some things for my taste. It's good, so I suggest getting it, but get another book

as well and use them both.I also an disappointed that my favorite dining spot from their 2008 small

city guide was removed, Chinta Ria. Excellent Malaysian food, not sure why it was removed, it's

great and reasonably priced.

This is a good city guide for Sydney.PROS:1. Enough general information for everyone.2. Map

handout that you can pull out from the book.3. Lots of summaries of excursions and what places to

see.CONS:1. Needs to have better descriptions of the top sights. For instance, get top 10 sites and

directions how to get there.

I am a Sydneysider now and this guide was excellent to walk around the initial weeks... Got to lots

of different places and shared with lots of my mates.. It was a good guide.

The whole idea of a guide book is to "guide" you--to tell you how to do things, where to find things

and how to get there. This book does none of these things!Instead it is a pretentious and

disorganized mess that leaves one with the feeling that, while the author obviously knows Sydney

well, she is far too smug and self-congratulatory to share much of this information with you!Yes

there are maps--but they omit many street names and don't match up with each other. Good luck if

the location you are looking for is on a street not deemed worthy of inclusion or if your path takes

you from one neighborhood to another.The book does provide spotty information on the city's transit

systems (light rail, heavy rail, buses, mono-rail and ferries) but not enough to enable one to get

around easily. Plan on spending extra time getting oriented and standing in line at information

booths.As far as culture, history, nature and local color--if it doesn't have to do with drag queen



reviews, liberal politics or the hippest place to eat or drink, the author doesn't seem to be much

interested.Finally, the index-or should I say indexes as there are (strangely) several different ones!

You'll probably just have to memorize page numbers as I did!I spent four days in Sydney getting

more and more frustrated with this book before I dumped it and started using "Sydney: The Official

Guide" which is given out free by the local tourist authority. It was much more informative and much

more user-friendly!BTW--Lonely Planets has apparently decided to get rid of those sections of its

city guides on getting there, transportation, local money, culture, customs, tips, etc., (which were

always the most useful parts of the books) and has replaced these with expanded listings of

recommended restaurants, bars and coffee shops. I did take a few of their recommendations in

Sydney--and was uniformly disappointed.One good thing about the book-if you are awake due to

jet-lag, a few pages of the ponderous prose may help you nod off!This was the 14th Lonely Planet

Guide that I have purchased over the years--and the last. This is a once-great travel series that has

completely lost its way. Too bad!

The seventh edition of the Lonely Planet "Sydney - City Guide" was researched and written by

Sandra Bao, with help from the author of the previous two editions Sally O'Brien. This edition was

published in 2006, which means that the next edition will probably not be published until sometime

in 2008 or later.As with the other City Guides from Lonely Planet that I have used, this one appears

to be comprehensive. As one would expect, it would cover the things that most travel guides cover,

such as lodging, food & drink, entertainment & attractions, and shopping. The Lonely Planet guides

go beyond the standard information and include sections on city life, art, architecture, and history,

and sections which help the traveler plan activities with sections on walking tours, and excursions

that can be taken outside of the city.This guide, like the other Lonely Planet guides that I have used,

has been very helpful in my planning for my visit. Probably the most useful section to a first time

traveler is the `Directory' section, which covers a wide range of topics from transportation, family

concerns, climate, customs, information for travelers which are disabled, electricity, embassies,

emergencies, and so much more. If you already have a Lonely Planet guide for Australia, then this

section will not be of as much use, but it is always good to have the latest copy you can because

some of the information changes or is added.I have had very good success with the Lonely Planet

guides, and I have every reason to believe after reading and using this one for my planning that this

one will also turn out to be quite useful. There are guides which give you more visual information on

Sydney, but in terms of written content I believe this one is near the top of the list.
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